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Those of you in the Starlight suite at the Holy Bull Stakes may have noticed a prominent 

spot on the left shoulder of Jack Wolf's otherwise crisp, white shirt.  What you probably 

didn't realize, however, is just before most of the partners and guests arrived, a bird flew 

into the suite and - well - pooped on him.  Despite Laurie showing up later with another 

fresh, clean white shirt, Jack insisted on wearing the soiled one because he believes a 

bird crapping on you is 'good luck.'  

 

Despite all the months of training and 

diligent work, Starlight's connections 

are not above falling back on a few 

time honored rituals to increase their 

odds of winning come race day.  Some 

of the superstitions appear contagious, 

being passed down from mentor to 

student, as is the case for Starlight's 

bloodstock agent Frank Brothers, 

courtesy of Jack VanBerg.  Among the 

more intriguing and inexplicable is the 

'no peanuts in the barn' rule.  No one 

can quite remember why peanuts are bad luck, but why really isn't important.  What is 

important is that no peanuts find their way into the shed row, especially the kind still in 

the shell!  Also passed down from VanBerg is the belief that it is bad luck to ship horses 

with a broom in the horse van.  While these are two of the more unconventional 

superstitions, one that is a bit more familiar is avoiding the number thirteen.  This applies 

to everything - the stall, barn, post position - even day of the month.  When Frankie was 

training and making up the day's vet's list, if it happened to be the 13th of the month he 

would choose to write '12a' instead.   
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      Clinton and Donnie are wearing their lucky race day clothes. 



Lucky clothing also is a big factor.  Donnie Lucarelli always wears the 

same socks, shoes and tan suit to Grade 1 races and must always 

watch the start of the race on the infield screen.  He is joined by 

Starlight partner Clinton Glasscock wearing his own special Grade 1 

gray sport coat, black pants and blue tie and he must watch races 

standing to the right of Jack.  For Frankie, the opposite can be true.  

Suits, ties or sport coats worn when a horse loses a race are deemed 

unlucky.  It can take years for a suit to work its way back out of 

probation and usually - eventually - they are just given away.   

 

 

And money. When it comes to race day, Donnie shares that he must have a rubber 

band around any money before placing a bet and that he follows the same betting 

pattern in every race Starlight runs whether we are the favorite or a longshot.  For 

Frankie, having a $50 bill in your wallet is a very bad omen.  If it is impossible to refuse 

change in the form of a $50 bill, it must be broken as soon as possible and surely not still 

in his wallet by morning training or afternoon racing.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Donna Brothers shares one of her own, from her days as a jockey.  She believed her 

performance on the track was in direct correlation to her behavior off of it.  Suffice it to 
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        And again….Donnie Lucarelli and his infamous suit! 



say, her success as a jockey reveals her off-track choices to be primarily good ones!  

Now, as a racing analyst and commentator, she is witness to a slew of race day rituals, 

one of which being the reluctance of some to step into the winner's circle prior to a 

race.  Starlight partner, Ed Glasscock, learned this the hard way back in 2011. Hilda's 

Passion was the morning line favorite in the Humana Distaff on the Kentucky Derby 

undercard and before the race Ed stood in the winner’s circle with then-CEO of 

Humana, Michael McCallister.  Guess who came in second? And guess who now 

refuses to go anywhere near the winner's circle until after the race is run? 

 

And then there are those who believe talking about all this may be tempting fate.  As 

Jack shares, "my superstition is that it is unlucky to talk about my superstitions." 

Hey, whatever works! 


